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1. Introduction and aims of the research
Legal obligation for issuing B Integrated Pollution Prevention Control (IPPC) Permits dates
from 2005, after the new Law on Environment (Official Gazette of RM 53/05, 81/05, 24/07,
159/08, 83/09, 48/10, 124/10) entered into force. The practical implementation of the
provisions of the Law on environment regarding issuing B-IPPC Permits was feasible after
adoption of the first secondary legislation in this field, which entered into force in the period
October 2005 – January 2006. According to the Law on Environment the competence for
issuing of the B-IPPC Permits has been given to the municipalities, except for the
installations which are situated in the protected areas.
In the period of the last five years most of the municipalities face problems in the
implementation of the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits, despite the great number of
conducted trainings in this field. Insufficient capacity of the municipalities for implementation
of legislation in this field and poor progress in the implementation was also recognized in the
European Commission Country Progress Reports for 2009 and 2010. These documents
state: ”The lack of administrative capacity in this area is a major issue, especially at local
level. It results in substantial delays in issuing IPPC permits… The stakeholders are not
sufficiently involved in this process…. Significant efforts need to be made in this area“1.
”The integrated pollution prevention and control (IPPC) permitting procedure is behind
schedule. The requirements for public consultation in relation to the IPPC permitting system
are not always properly applied. Administrative capacity needs to be significantly
strengthened, in particular for inspection activities. Preparations in this area are slow“2.
The field situation was the reason for this research on the reasons for poor implementation
of this part of environmental legislation. During the research process the Macedonian Green
Centre has evaluated the current capacities, problems and needs of the municipalities for
implementation of the whole procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits. Specific conclusions
about the problems and possible solutions for them were produced as a result of the
research process, and in the upcoming period specific steps will be undetaken together with
the municipalities for improvement of the implementation of this part of the environmental
legislation.

1
2

Republic of Macedonia, 2009 Progress Report, {COM(2009)553}, 14th October 2009, Brussels
th
Republic of Macedonia, 2010 Progress Report, {COM(2010)660}, 9 November 2010, Brussels
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2. Research methodology
For the aims of the research a questionnaire was prepared which was distributed to all of the
municipalities which have a competence for issuing B-IPPC Permits. From the total number
of 85 municipality in the Republic of Macedonia, 75 municipalities have a competence for
issuing B-IPPC Permits (in the City of Skopje, on which territory there are ten municipalities,
only the City has the competence for issuing B-IPPC Permits). Forty five municipalities filled
in the questionnaire, i.e. 60% of the distributed questionnaires were filled in.
The questionnaire (Annex 2) consisted of open and close questions. Through detailed
analysis of the questions we obtained data about the human resources in the municipalities
competent for issuing B-IPPC Permits, what kind of trainings the competent staff have
passed through, the success of the implementation of the procedure so far, ways of
informing and involving the public in the process, the problems they are facing during the
implementation of the procedure, as well as the suggestions given by the municipalities for
overcoming of these problems in the future.
The specific results of the research are given in Chapter 4.

3. Legislative framework
Implementation of the procedure for Integrated Pollution Prevention Control is defined in the
Law on Environment in the Chapter XII, as well as in the secondary legislation arising from it.
For the existing installations, which cannot instantly apply the Best Available Technologies
(BAT) and thereby obtain IPPC Permit, the procedure for Adjustment Permits with
Adjustment Plan is implemented, defined in the Chapter XIV of the same Law. The
Adjustment Plan defines the time frame for the technical and technological improvements
that have to be implemented in the installation, in which way the conditions for obtaining
IPPC Permits would be met.
The EU Directive 96/61/EC concerning Integrated Pollution Prevention Control, amended
with the Directive 2003/35/ЕС (with regard to public participation and access to justice) and
with Directive 2003/87/ЕС (on establishing a scheme for greenhouse gas emission
allowance trading within the European Community)3 is transposed in the Law on
Environment, part which defines the IPPC procedure. Currently, the codified Directive
2008/1/EC concerning Integrated Pollution Prevention Control is effective in the European
Union. This Directive includes the Directive 96/61/EC, with its amendments from Directives
2003/35/ЕС and 2003/87/ЕС, and the Regulations 1882/2003 and 166/2006. The new
Directive 2008/1/EC does not change the substance of the Directive 96/61/EC.
The Law on Environment of the Republic of Macedonia envisages issuing of A and B IPPC
Permits, in regards of the activities and the capacity of the installations. The activities of the
installations for which certain permit should be issued are defined in the Decree on
determining the installations for which Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Permit should
be issued and time schedule for submission of the adjustment plans (Official Gazette of RM
3

National Strategy for Environmental Approximation, MoEPP of RM, 2008
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89/05). The installations for which B-IPPC Permit are issued, are listed in the Annex 2 of this
Decree, and issuing of these Permits is a competence of the local authorities. Issuing AIPPC Permits, as well as B-IPPC Permits for installations situated in the protected areas is a
competence of the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning.
The aim of the implementation of the procedures for Integrated Pollution Prevention Control
is protection of all environmental media during the operational phase of the installation, as
well as during and after the closure of the installation. Protection of the environment media is
done through prevention of emissions in the environment, if it is feasible; otherwise
emissions have to be minimized. In this, management of the waste produced during the
processes should be also taken into account. The ultimate goal is achieving a
high degree of protection of the environment taken as a whole, as a basis for achieving
sustainable development.
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4. Research results
According to the research results, 30 municipalities (out of 45 which have completed the
questionnaire) have staff competent for issuing B-IPPC Permits, i.e. in 66.67% of the
municipalities which have responded on the questionnaire. In the most of the municipalities
there is only one competent person, in five municipalities there are two, in one municipality
there are three, and in one municipality there are five competent persons for issuing B-IPPC
Permits. However, this staff is usually not competent only for issuing B-IPPC Permits, but
also performs other tasks, e.g. reviewing and approving Environmental Protection Reports,
and performing environmental inspections, which creates a situation of conflict of interests.
On the other hand, persons responsible for issuing the Permits do not have enough
technological knowledge in all installations for which B-IPPC Permits should be issued,
considering the different technological fields to which they belong. Another problem that
arises when issuing B-IPPC Permits is lack or insufficient knowledge of legislation and
procedures in this area. However, poor staffing of environmental departments in the
municipalities, the lack or insufficient number of staff responsible for running the procedure
for B-IPPC permits, as well as the lack of knowledge of the technological processes of the
installations, are the biggest problems the municipalities are facing during conducting the
procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits. It should be mentioned that 64% of the municipalities
answered that their staff responsible for issuing B-IPPC Permits have attended trainings in
this field, 9% said they have not attended trainings, and 27% did not give any answer to this
question. It could be concluded that despite the high percentage of municipalities which staff
have passed the trainings in this filed, implementation of the procedure is still done with
difficulties and unknowns. The reasons for this situation could be the great scope of the
issues and the inability of the small number of staff in the municipalities to cover such a
broad range of possible impacts on the environment, but also some of the problems could be
found in the inadequate training programs, which don’t give the expected results.
As can be seen on the graph shown in Figure 1, only 13 municipalities (29% from the total
number of 45) have issued B-IPPC Permits or B Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan.
71% of the municipalities have not issued B-IPPC Permits yet, and currently in 21
municipalities the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits and B Adjustment Permits with
Adjustment Plan, is in progress. In addition, three municipalities have answered that on the
territory of their municipalities there are no installations for which B-IPPC Permit should be
issued. Till now, in the Republic of Macedonia, B-IPPC Permits and B Adjustment Permits
with Adjustment Plans have been issued, out of which 57 have been issued by the
municipalities and one is issued by the MoEPP (municipalities which lack a capacity for
issuing the Permits, send the applications to the MoEPP). Three Draft B Adjustment Permits
with Adjustment Plans have been issued, out of which one has been issued by the MoEPP.
Currently, 89 applications are in procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits and B Adjustment
Permits with Adjustment Plans. The List of issued Permits and submitted applications for
obtaining Permit is provided in Annex 3. The data in this list were obtained during the
research process and they relate to the period from August to December 2010. It should be
noted that the data in this List should be updated during the time.
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Figure 1: Number of municipalities that have issued B-IPPC Permits and that have
ongoing procedure for issuing B-IPPC permits
Under the Law on local self-government (Official Gazette of RM 5/02) and the Law on intermunicipal cooperation (Official Gazette of RM 79/09) the local self-government units have an
opportunity to establish joint bodies and departments, as well as the opportunity one
municipality to execute certain activities for one or several other municipalities. Thus, the
municipalities with lower capacities could fulfill their duties, on the one hand, and on the
other hand the public administration on local level is used more efficiently. The possibilities
of inter-municipal cooperation can also be used in the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits.
Currently this possibility is almost completely unused by the municipalities. Eighty percent of
the municipalities that answered the questionnaire stated that they do not collaborate with
other municipalities in issuing B-IPPC Permits. An agreement for inter-municipal cooperation
for issuing B-IPPC Permits has only been signed between the Municipality of Ohrid and the
Municipality of Debarca, thus B-IPPC Permits for the installations on the territory of the
Municipality of Debarca are issued by the Municipality of Ohrid. Municipality of Kriva Palanka
has stated in the questionnaire: “Municipalities of Kriva Palanka and Rankovce have applied
for inter-municipal cooperation in UNDP and this application also covers the issuing of BIPPC Permits”. Other municipalities which have given positive answer on this question
(11.11%) indicated co-operation with other municipalities in the form of consultations,
exchange of experiences and obtaining information on the operators.
According to the legal obligations. the municipalities should keep a Register of issued BIPPC Permits. As shown in Figure 2, for the most of municipalities that answered the
questionnaire, the question of keeping a register of issued permits is not applicable because
71% of the municipalities have not issued B-IPPC Permits yet. Ten out of thirteen
municipalities that have already issued B-IPPC Permits, i.e. 77% of them, stated that they
keep a register of issued B-IPPC permits. Seven of these ten municipalities have reported
that the list of issued Permits is available on the website of the municipality. Thirteen of
twenty-five, or 52% of the municipalities that have already issued B-IPPC permits or those in
which currently there are ongoing procedures for issuing B-IPPC Permits, answered that
they publish the applications for B-IPPC Permits on their websites. Publishing the list of
issued B-IPPC Permits and submitted applications for issuing B-IPPC Permits on the
8
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website of the municipality, allows the interested public to be informed and to easily follow
the process of issuing of the Permits, and to be actively involved in this process by giving its
opinions, comments and suggestions. Through search of the websites of all of the
municipalities in the Republic of Macedonia, Macedonian Green Centre found out that only
four of the municipalities have published the data about the issued B-IPPC Permits and the
submitted applications for B-IPPC Permits on their websites.

Information for B-IPPC applications available
on the municipality's web page

Municipality keeps a Register for issued BIPPC Permits

Yes
No
N/A

The Register of issued B-IPPC Permits is
available on the municipality's web page
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Figure 2: Keeping a register of issued B-IPPC permits and availability of information
on B-IPPC applications and permissions on the website of the municipality
On the question about involving the interested public in the process of issuing B-IPPC
Permits, fiftyeight percent of the municipalities answered that they involve the public in the
process. Regarding the ways of involvement of the public in the process, they stated the
following: publication of information on the website of the municipality and its information
board, organizing a public hearing, submitting requests for information from the citizens,
providing access to the documentation for interested legal entities and natural persons in
premises of the municipality, through the daily newspapers available throughout the country
and through the local media. However, despite these optimistic statements of the
municipalities in the answered questionnaires, real public involvement during the procedure
of issuing B-IPPC permits in the country almost does not exist.
The question about the problems responsible staff faces during the process of issuing BIPPC Permits, was answered by 34 municipalities, i.e. by 75,6% of the municipalities. Only
two (4%) of the municipalities which have already issued B-IPPC Permits have answered
that they do not have any problems while implementing the procedure. 24,4% of the
municipalities which didn’t answered this question are those which haven’t issued and
haven’t started the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits yet. Thus, it could be concluded
that almost all of the municipalities which have implemented this part of the environmental
legislation face problems during issuing B-IPPC Permits. In addition to the above mentioned
problems:
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lack of knowledge about the legislation and the procedures in this field;
absence of competent staff for issuing B-IPPC Permits;
insufficient number of employees responsible for issuing the Permits, as well as
absence of qualified and competent staff with technical and technological knowledge
of the issues;
performing multiple tasks in the field of environment by the responsible persons for
issuing B-IPPC Permits, which may result with conflict of interest;
lack of knowledge about the technical performances of the facilities by the
responsible staff, due to the wide range of fields they belong to;

other problems municipalities are facing during issuing B-IPPC permits are:







problems during the practical implementation of the Law on environment and
secondary legislation in this field due to insufficient definition of certain provisions;
Extensive procedure;
Insufficient number of trainings and poor communication with MoEPP;
Lack of knowledge about the legislative obligations by the managers of the
installations for which B-IPPC Permit have to be issued;
Applicants being not diligent and not interested in obtaining B-IPPC Permit;
Not complying with the deadlines for submitting the applications by the installations.

The suggestions for overcoming of the problems with issuing B-IPPC Permits, and as their
current needs in this field, privded by the municipalities include:








Increasing of the human resources, i.e. employing staff in the municipalities with
suitable expertise in issuing B-IPPC Permits, as well as increasing of the number of
municipal staff working in the field of environment, in order to make distinction
between those who issue the Permits and those who perform inspection thereof;
Strengthening of the capacities of existing and new staff in the municipalities that
work in this field. In addition, most of the municipalities that responded, emphasized
that they need practical trainings for implementation of the legislation for issuing the
Permits, both for reviewing the applications and writing the Permits, and for the
problems they are facing on the ground. Some of the municipalities have
emphasized the importance of MoEPP in this process, as well as the importance of
transfer of experience from the European Union in issuing IPPC Permits. It has also
been suggested tha the trainings for environmental protection involve people from
different spheres, where besides the MoEPP staff, would also include people from
the science, experts authorized for preparing of the applications, as well as people
from accredited laboratories for measuring of the emissions. Thus, the municipality
staff competent for issuing the Permits would be trained about the emissions and
other data that, according to the Law, have to be included in the applications for
issuing B-IPPC Permits;
Preparation of checklist by the MoEPP (precisely determined and unified list with the
necessary documentation which have to be included in the application for issuing BIPPC Permit);
Preparation of materials for the legislation and the procedures for issuing B-IPPC
Permits and their distribution to the municipalities;
Trainings of mayors about the obligations and opportunities of municipalities in this
field;
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Establishing a cooperation between neighboring municipalities or municipalities in
one region; starting procedure for opening regional offices for issuing B-IPPC
Permits; establishing joint department or staff competent for the whole procedure for
issuing of B-IPPC Permits for several municipalities;
Better definition of certain provisions of the Law on environment and the secondary
legislation in this field, in order to achieve better practical implementation;
Providing continuous cooperation and communication with the Ministry of
Environment and Physical Planning;
Issuing of B-IPPC Permits to be fully undertaken by the Ministry of Environment and
Physical Planning, and the inspection over the installations to be performed
completely by the State Inspectorate. It will ebale decision making and monitoring
realized in a competent manner and without improvisations.
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5. Conclusions
Current implementation of the legal provisions for issuing of B-IPPC Permits does not match
the dynamics in which they should be implemented. This is primarily due to the poor capacity
of the public administration in the local government. The poor capacity refers to: 1.
Insufficient human capacities in the municipalities – there is no designated person
responsible for issuing B-IPPC Permits; or one person is responsible for several issues in
the field of environmental protection, including issuing B-IPPC Permits, and very often the
same person which is responsible for issuing of the Permit later perform the inspection on
the installation; 2. lack of knowledge about the technical and technological details of the
installations, as well as the emissions and negative impacts they can cause to the
environmental media; 3. lack of knowledge about the legislation in this field.
Current legislation concerning issuing B-IPPC Permits makes its implementation difficult due
to inappropriate definition of some of its provisions, and because of that amendments to the
legislation need to be issued.
Public participation in the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits, in terms of public
information and active participation in the process is minimal, considering the whole country,
and in the most of the municipalities it doesn’t exist at all.
Possibilities for inter-municipal cooperation in issuing B-IPPC Permits are almost completely
unused (inter-municipal cooperation in this field exists only between two municipalities in the
country). Promoting inter-municipal cooperation in this field, as it was emphasized by some
of the municipalities, could significantly improve the implementation of the procedure for
issuing of the Permits in the future.
In order to improve the efficiency in implementing the procedure for issuing B-IPPC Permits,
a model for efficient implementation of the procedure has to be established in cooperation
with the municipalities. The model which will be chosen for certain municipality or
municipalities should fit municipalities’ needs and abilities. In that sense, the municipalities
should decide whether to adopt the model of association and inter-municipal cooperation
with other municipalities or to develop their own capacity in this area. However, the
implementation of the legislation for issuing B-IPPC Permits should be performed by a team
of relevant experts, who will have excellent knowledge of the legislative provisions and
procedures, as well as of the technical and technological characteristics of the installations
for which Permits will have to be issued.
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6. Recommendations
For better implementation of the legislation and more efficient procedure for issuing B-IPPC
Permits several things should be done. In particular it includes amending the legislation in
this field, as well as increasing of the capacities of the municipalities for issuing of the
Permits. Improvement of the legislation is responsibility of the Ministry of Environment and
Physical Planning, which in cooperation with the municipalities should define in detail the
problems associated with insufficiently defined provisions for implementing of the procedure
in order to come to specific solutions for improving of the legislation in this area. Inter alia,
this refers to specifying of the provisions for informing the public and public participation in
the process, which at the moment leave space for insufficient involvement of the public - in
the part of informing, as well as in the part of submission of comments from the public,
organizing public hearings and access to justice in relation to decisions regarding issuing of
B-IPPC Permits.
Regarding the improvement the capacity of municipalities to issue B-IPPC permits,
especially for the smaller municipalities, more lucrative option is establishing inter-municipal
cooperation. The team which will be competent for issuing the Permits for several
municipalities should consist of experts from different technical and technological fields, in
order to be able to meet the requirements for issuing B-IPPC Permits for different applicants.
During establishing inter–municipal cooperation in this field, the MoEPP should certainly
have the roll of facilitator. The role of the competent Ministry is certainly of great importance
for increasing of the capacity of competent staff for issuing B-IPPC permits in municipalities
and improving of the implementation of the procedure. Therefore, it is particularly important,
permanently, to improve the cooperation between municipalities and the Ministry of
Environment and Physical Planning.
The trainings that should be organized for the competent staff for issuing of the Permits
should be tailor made, in which way the staff will gain the whole picture about the
installations’ impact on the environmental media, emissions as well as the best available
technologies. Trainings should be practical, thus the staff will gain experience for reviewing
and approving applications, as well as for issuing of the Permits.
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Annex I: Municipalities which answered the Questionnaire
1. Kochani
2. Kumanovo
3. Radovish
4. Rosoman
5. Novaci
6. Bosilovo
7. Delchevo
8. Vinica
9. Berovo
10. Strumica
11. The City of Skopje
12. Prilep
13. Krivogashtani
14. Pehchevo
15. Oslomej
16. Staro Nagorichane
17. Kratovo
18. Karbinci
19. Resen
20. Ohrid
21. Demir Hisar
22. Sopishte
23. Makedonska Kamenica

24. Brvenica
25. Dojran
26. Lipkovo
27. Vasilevo
28. Makedonski Brod
29. Centar Zhupa
30. Vrapchishte
31. Gostivar
32. Kriva Palanka
33. Cheshinovo – Obleshevo
34. Valandovo
35. Kavadarci
36. Jegunovce
37. Sveti Nikole
38. Negotino
39. Bitola
40. Vevchani
41. Krushevo
42. Demir Kapija
43. Chashka
44. Mavrovo i Rostushe
45. Drugovo
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Annex II: Questionnaire for municipalities

Research on the effectiveness in implementing the procedure for issuing B-Integrated
Pollution Prevention Control Permits by the municipalities in the Republic of
Macedonia and their records - creating a database of Permits issued in all
municipalities

QUESTIONNAIRE
ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCEDURE FOR ISSUING BINTEGRATED POLLUTION PREVENTION CONTROL PERMITS BY
THE LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT UNITS

Municipality.................................

1. Do you have (and how many) competent persons for issuing B-Integrated Pollution
Prevention Control Permits in your local administration?
а) Yes, .............. person(s)

Contact of the competent person(s) for issuing of the Permits:

.....................................................................................................

b) No

2. Has your municipality already issued B-Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Permits?
If the answer is YES, please list the projects for which the Permits are issued by your
municipality. Please send the applications and decisions for issued B-IPPC to us via email on: marija@zeleni.org.mk.
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а) Yes, for the following projects:
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

b) No

3. Does your municipality have a B-Integrated Pollution Prevention Control Permit which is
in procedure? If the answer is YES, please list the projects for which issuing of the
Permit is in progress. Please, send the applications for B-IPPC Permits to us via e-mail
on: marija@zeleni.org.mk.
а) Yes, for the following projects:
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................
b) No

4. Do you cooperate with other municipalities during the process of issuing B-IPPC Permits,
i.e. is there a joint department for issuing B-IPPC Permits for several municipalities in
your region?
а) Yes, with the following municipalities:
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................
b) No

5.

Does your municipality keep a Register of issued B-IPPC Permits?
а) Yes
b) No
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Is the Register of issued B-IPPC Permits available on the web site of your municipality?
If the answer is NO, explain why this is so.
а) Yes
b) No
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................

7.

Does your municipality publish the applications for B-IPPC Permits on its web site?
а) Yes
b) No
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................

8. In which ways does your municipality involve the interested public in the process of
issuing of B-IPPC Permits?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................
9.

List the trainings which competent staff for issuing B-IPPC Permits from your
municipality has attended so far?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................

10. What are the problems (insufficient human resources, lack of knowledge of the
legislation and procedures, lack of technical knowledge of the issues etc) the competent
staff from your municipality faces during the process of issuing of B-IPPC Permits?
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
...................................................................
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11. What is necessary to be done to overcome these issues in the future? If you are of the
opinion that further capacity building of the competent staff for issuing B-IPPC Permits is
needed, please indicate what kind of trainings would be beneficial for your employees
who work in this field.
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................
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Annex III: List of issued B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with
Adjustment Plan and Permits which are in procedure

Municipality of Kochani
B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in procedure
1. Concrete base Granit, village Orizari
Municipality of Kumanovo
Issued B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. “Extra Mein”, meat industry;
2. “Zdravje Radovo”, dairy;
3. “AD Kozjak”, construction firm;
Municipality of Rosoman
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. ЈО-GО Transport, separation of gravel in the area of Stobi
Municipality of Novaci
B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in procedure
1. “Stenton Gradba”, DОО- Bitola, separation;
2. “Gradilovo”, village Brod
Municipality of Bosilovo
Issued B-IPPC Permits
1. “Zdravje”, Radovo, DОО, dairy;
B-IPPC Permits which are in procedure
1. “Ekonomija”, Borievo, poultry farm;
2. “Dalvina”, Hamzali, winery
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Municipality of Berovo
B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in procedure
1. Mines and industry for coal and nonmetals АD „Brik” – Berovo
Municipality of Strumica
Issued draft B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. DG Beton– PM;
2. AD Sankeram Makedonija
B-IPPC Permits which are in procedure
1. DG Beton– PM;
2. Ading – Gradba;
3. ADG Pelagonija;
4. AD Sankeram Makedonija;
5. AD Mavrovo;
6. AD Grozd;
7. AD Zhito Strumica;
8. DOOEL Joka;
9. DOO Almaks;
10. DOO Klanica so ladilnik (Slaughterhouse with refrigerator)
City of Skopje
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

IGM Vratnica AD Skopje,
Pekabesko AD Skopje,
Getoar Skopje,
Rade Konchar Contactors and relays DOO Skopje
ADG AB Skopje
Tri Braka Skopje
Company for supplying steam and hot water Skopje- Sever AD Skopje
Company for production and distribution of thermal energy Toplifikacija 11
Oktomvri AD Skopje

B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in procedure
1. Karposh factory AD Skopje
2. Promes DOO Skopje
3. DPTU Mak- Bet DOO Skopje
4. DPPU Vivaks Risto and com. DOO Skopje
5. MIS Globus DOO Skopje
6. Mega Zoran DOOEL Skopje
7. AN-KI Inzhenering Skopje
8. М&А Beverages DООЕL Skopje
9. Vardargradba DОО Skopje
10. Zhito Luks AD Skopje
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11. Berovik Beton DOO Skopje
12. Zhito Luks AD Industrial Complex mill with silos
13. DGR Geotehnika DOO Skopje –TERMINATION OF OPERATION
14. DG Beton AD Skopje
15. DPP Dime DOO Skopje
16. DTPUS Pekabesko AD Skopje
17. Troska AD Skopje
18. Kuprom-Com DООЕL Skopje
19. IMP Soleta Skopje
20. Heating Plant, Emergency Centre Skopje
21. ADG Mavrovo Skopje – DENIED
22. RZH Institut
 Production of industrial lime
 Preparation of mineral raw materials
 Production of Al and Cu
Municipality of Prilep
Issued B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. ZDOO Inzhenering Terakota– Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
2. Printing 11 Oktomvri АD Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
3. DОО “Sirma Galica – Oniks” Bitola, B- Adjustment Permit with Adjustment
Plan
4. Prilepska Pivarnica AD Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
5. Mermeren kombinat AD Prilep (for Sivec), B-IPPC Permit
6. DOO Izofas Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
7. Food Industry “Vitaminka” AD Prilep, B- Adjustment Permit with
Adjustment Plan
8. Krin DOO Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
9. Uni Gran Mer DOO Skopje, B-IPPC Permit
10. Larin Mramor Company AD Skopje, B-IPPC Permit
11. Belmar Company AD Skopje АД Скопје, B-IPPC Permit
12. DPTU Balkan Marble Industries DOOEL Skopje, B-IPPC Permit
13. Dumigal – Marble DOO Prilep, B-IPPC Permit
14. DPTU Zabraneto pushenje 2006 DOOEL Prilep, B- Adjustment Permit with
Adjustment Plan
15. Misa MG DOOEL Skopje, B-IPPC Permit
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
DOO Karika export – import Prilep
Euro Marmo – Granit DOO Prilep
Laminati Com DOO Prilep
Mermeren kombinat AD Prilep (for Chashka)
Mermeren kombinat AD Prilep (for Kozjak)
11 Oktomvri- Eurokompozit- AD Prilep
Mavrovo Inzenering, quarry, village Trojaci (The application is forwarded to
the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning)
8. Mavrovo – concrete base (The application is forwarded to the Ministry of
Environment and Physical Planning)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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9. Evrograniti DOOEL, village Zhelino
10. DPTU Sokol i Elen Mishko Milenkovski DOOEL export – import Bitola
11. Orto Mermeri DOO Skopje
12. Unimarble DOO Prilep
13. DPUT Svakaro DOOEL Prilep
14. Leov Kompani DOOEL Veles
15. Maks – Oniks DOO Prilep
16. Zhito Prilep AD
Municipality of Resen
B-IPPC Permits which are in procedure
1. АD “Swisslion Agroplod” – Resen
Municipality of Ohrid
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eurotehnika
TCG Learnica
Lavche
Mine “RI-EP”, issued for the Municipality of Debarca
Lote, issued for the Municipality of Debarca

B-IPPC Permits which are in procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Granit
Lita
Vapilica
EMO Transformatori
Bastum, issued for the Municipality of Debarca

Municipality of Demir Hisar
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Zheleznik AD, Demir Hisar
Zlatec SS DOOEL, Bitola
Agrofarm DOOEL, Demir Hisar
Mine “Demir Hisar” AD Sopotnica
Granit AD Skopje
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Municipality of Sopishte
Issued B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. Rudoproekt DOO Skopje
Municipality of Vasilevo
Permits which are in procedure
1. AD Strumichko Pole, Vasilevo
Municipality of Makedonski Brod
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. Rudproing – Mustakas DOO, Babindol
2. AD Silika Mineral, export – import, Prilep, village Suvidol
3. Pela Trans, DOOEL, Papradishte, Dragovdol
Municipality of Vrapchishte
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. Grafiks – Trade smoothing mass production, mass production of mortar for
walls and glue for ceramic tiles
Municipality of Gostivar
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. S – Petrol – mining of mineral resources
2. Gudalat – juices production
3. Mine Chajae – mining of mineral resources
Municipality of Kriva Palanka
Issued B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. Factory for processing of clay and other minerals Universal – S DOOEL
Kriva Palanka (B- Adjustment Permit with Adjustment Plan and B-IPPC
Permit)
2. Company for construction, manufacturing, trade and services Dine –
Trade, export – import (B- Adjustment Permit with Adjustment Plan)
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Municipality of Cheshinovo – Obleshevo
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

IGM Bregalnica Inzhenering DOO, village Kuchichino
Opalit DOO, nonmetals company, village Cheshinovo
Nemetali – Cheshinovo DOO, village Cheshinovo
DPTU MAK-MLIN DOO, village Cheshinovo

Municipality of Kavadarci
Issued B-IPPC Permits
1. Serta company, slaughterhouse
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. Winery AD Tikvesh;
2. FIORD-TEHNOLOGIJA, metal scrubbing workshop;
3. EKO-SAN, zinc and metal scrubbing
Municipality of Sveti Nikole
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ivana mill, village Kadrifakovo
Koki Luks, Sveti Nikole
AD Gradinar, Sveti Nikole
AD Bim, Sveti Nikole
MIK DOO, Sveti Nikole

B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. AD Zhito Nama – Kumanovo, branch Zhito Produkt Sveti Nikole, B-IPPC
Permit
2. Ovchepolka DOO Veles, branch Sveti Nikole, B – Adjustment Permit with
Adjustment Plan
Municipality of Negotino
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. VV Povardarie
2. Slaughterhouse EVROKOM
3. Granit
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Municipality of Bitola
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. Concrete base “Lapor”
2. Concrete base “Pelister“
3. Printing “Fustelarko borec”
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. Concrete base “Mavrovo Inzhenering”
2. Bakery industry “Mlin Stojchev”

Municipality of Demir Kapija
B-IPPC Permits and B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in
procedure
1. Installation for separation of sand “ANGEL MAG 97” DOOEL, export –
import, Kavadarci
Municipality of Chashka
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1. Pig farm DPTU “VI-AL”, export – import, DOOEL Chashka
B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan which are in procedure
1. Pig farm „Topolka“ 2000, DОО, village Golozinci
Municipality of Veles4
Issued B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

4

DPTU – Brako – doo, export-import, Veles
Dimko Mitrev AD, export – import, Veles
“Famila” Goran &com – DOO, Veles
Dimche Mitrev AD, Veles
DG “Izgrev Inzhenering”, DOOEL, Veles
DPTU “MEDI” DOOEL, Veles
DGU “Agria”, Veles
MM Investment DOO Skopje, Winery “Lozar”, Veles
DPTT MISA – MG DOOEL, Skopje

Data obtained from the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
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Issued B-IPPC Permits
1. Dacho Komerc 95 Zafirova Elena DOOEL, export – import, Veles

Municipality of Probishtip 5
Issued B-IPPC Permits
1. Strmosh AD, mines for non –metals – Probishtip

B- Adjustment Permits with Adjustment Plan issued by the Ministry of
Environment and Physical Planning (MoEPP)

1. Quarry “Dobarski Zheden” which operates within „Magaljb Kifer”, Zhelino,
issued B-Adjustment Permit with Adjustment Plan
2. “Izolmont” DOO export – import, Skopje, issued draft B-Adjustment Permit
with Adjustment Plan, on the territory of the Municipality of Gradsko

5

Data obtained from the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning
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Annex IV: List of Competent Staff for issuing B - IPPC Permits in the local selfgovernment units

Municipality of Berovo
Kachulachka Elen
e-mail: kaculacka_e@yahoo.com
Municipality of Bitola
Ljubo Atanasovski, B.Sc. Architect
Tel: 047/ 20 83 11
Mob:076/ 48 57 79
Municipality of Bosilovo
Vane Dimitriev
Tel: 034/ 371 600
Municipality of Vinica
Kliment Stoilov
Tel/fax: 033/ 361 945,
Mob: 072 266 056
Municipality of Vrapchishte
Shemshi Salai
Mob: 072/ 217 409
e-mail: semsisalai@mail.net.mk
Municipality of Gostivar
Maja Anastasieska
Tel: 042/213 511
Municipality of Delchevo
Ljubica Gjorgjievska
Tel: 033/ 411 550
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Municipality of Demir Kapija
Jovan Jovanov
Mob: 072-245517
e-mail: jovan_opdk@yahoo.com
Municipality of Demir Hisar
Zagorka Miloshevska
e-mail: zagorka.milosevska@t-home.mk
Tel: 071/235-201
Municipality of Dojran
Darko Kachakov
Mob: 071/ 207 382
Municipality of Kavadarci
Jovanche Kolev
Mob: 072/307234
e-mail: Jovance_kolev@yahoo.com
Municipality of Karbinci
Delche Stoilov
Vesna Zendelova
Tel: 032 300-300; 032 300-690
Fax: 032 300-022
Municipality of Kochani
Goce Serafimov
str. Rade Kratovce No 1, 2300 Kocani
Tel. 072/275 629
e-mail: goce.serafimov@gmail.com
Municipality of Kratovo
Tane Anchov
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Tel: 031/ 481 134
Municipality of Kriva Palanka
Oliver Stojanovski
Tel: 076/ 406 355
e-mail: mizar_st@yahoo.com
Municipality of Krivogashtani
Vase Nikoska, B.Sc. Architect
Tel: 048/ 471 280
Sasho Cuculoski, B.Sc. Civil Engineer
Tel: 048/ 471 280
Municipality of Kumanovo
Bojan Bojkovski, authorized environmental inspector
Mob: 070/ 75 75 10
Municipality of Makedonska Kamenica
Janevski Dobri
Tel: 033/ 432 741
Mob: 070/793 164
e-mail: opstina_kamenica@yahoo.com
Municipality of Makedonski Brod
Zoran Noveski, authorized person for issuing B-IPPC Permits
Tel: 045/ 274 810
Vanja Madzoska, authorized environmental inspector
Municipality of Negotino
Snezhana Cvetkova
Dejan Durovik
Tel: 043/361 045
Fax: 043/361 933
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Municipality of Novaci
Angjelka Angelovska, B.Sc. Architect
Mob: 075/ 216 573
Municipality of Ohrid
Branko Arnaudoski, Head of Department of Urban Planning and Environmental Protection
Tel: 046/ 262 492; 046/ 262 493
Fax: 046/ 262 545
Municipality of Pehchevo
svetlana_pehcevo@yahoo.com
Municipality of Prilep
Kiro Bogeski
Tel: 048/ 401 729
Municipality of Resen
Marija Projovska
Tel: 047/ 551-762
e-mail: marija.projovska@resen.gov.mk
Municipality of Sveti Nikole
Sasho Panev
Mob: 072/254-455
City of Skopje
Slagjana Georgievska
Tel: 3297306
e-mail: SlagjanaGeorgievska@skopje.gov.mk
Nikola Jovanovski
Tel: 3297303
e-mail: NikolaJovanovski@skopje.gov.mk
Goce Gjorgiev
Tel: 3297303
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e-mail: GoceGorgiev@skopje.gov.mk
Municipality of Sopishte
B.Sc. Predrag Ljumovikj, Head of Department of Urban Planning and Environmental
Protection
Tel: 02/ 27 85 100
Fax: 02/ 27 85 109
Municipality of Strumica
Gjorgi Dimitrievski, B.Sc. Architect
Tel: 034/348 030
Fax: 034/320 544
Municipality of Cheshinovo – Obleshevo
Lijanka Andonova
Mob: 072/ 307 249
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